BLACK

COFFEE

COFFEE IS… BLACK

Dancing with the Soul
You may pour it without thinking, or more likely to help
you start thinking, but there's a fascinating back-story
behind your cup of coffee.

Legend says that in the 9th-century, goat herders noticed the effect caffeine had on their goats, of which they
appeared to "dance" after eating the fruit of the Coffee
plant. A local monk then made a drink out of that plant
and came to notice that it kept him awake at night, thus
the original cup of coffee was born, and it was…Black.
Coffee drinkers tend to live longer. Researches linked the
study of moderate consumption (about three to four
cups daily) to a longer life span; in addition to a reduced
risk of cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, and
Parkinson's, according to Harvard.

Black Bean’s Culture
Coffee is one of the most popular drinks in the world
with over 400 billion cups of it being consumed each
year.
Brazil is the leading exporting country in coffee.
And, Europe loves coffee; it imports more coffee than
the USA.
Finland is home to the biggest coffee lovers, and Britain
alone consumes approximately 2.8 kilos of coffee per
person, per year, and over £1.3 billion was spent on
coffee last year.

Going back in time, we’ve seen that coffee is not just a
drink. It’s a means of social interaction, and has been so for
a long time.
Coffee culture is constantly changing as coffee drinkers
seek new ways to enjoy their favorite beverage. Production,
trading and distribution methods have evolved to meet
these new needs, but there are a lot more improvements
yet to be made.

Old Facts... New Facts
Nowadays, coffee is the most beloved drinking beverage
after water, and it's consumed in great quantities.
It is the world 2nd largest traded commodity, surpassed only
by crude oil.
Growing a good coffee plant depends on variable conditions
such as high altitudes, tropical climates, and richsoil.

Coffee beans grow on a bush. They are the pit of a berry,
which makes them a fruit. There are two main varieties of
beans: green and red. Red beans have a nicer smell and
are less acidic. They are used to produce lighter coffees.
The longer that coffee beans have been roasted, the
healthier they are.
Decaffeinated coffee comes from a chemical process
where the caffeine is taken out of the beans.
There are two types of coffee: Arabica coffee was originally cultivated on the Arabian Peninsula, hence the name.
Robusta coffee is a more hardy plant but contains
double the amount of caffeine.
The word "coffee" comes from the
Arabic word Qahwah, which
later became kahveh in
Turkish, and then koffie in
Dutch, which is where we
get the English word
coffee.

Coffee makers by birth
We are proud coffee-connoisseurs. We genuinely love coffee
and are eager to share our passion and beautiful space with
everyone.
Black Coffee was established formally in 2008 in Lebanon as
a qualified coffee shop and roasting house, but the story
behind it goes back to years before.
With over 32 years of combined experience, we like to think
that not only do we love coffee but also know a thing or two
about it!
Good coffee is the product of cooperation. We source our green
coffee beans from coffee growers around the world and then
roast the beans in small batches to create unique flavors.

Fayyes Abbas
(Founder)

We have grown to provide the complete coffee solution for
businesses throughout Lebanon and other countries. We provide the right business solution to hotels, leisure facilities,
contract caterers, small independent cafes and restaurants.
We partner with best equipment manufacturers around the
globe and utilize traditional machines, beans, cups, and
batch brews to get it all covered. Thanks to our long-established relationships over the past years, we can assure reliability, service, and of course great coffee.
Quality and taste are at the forefront of what we do. Our
blends are developed with a specific purpose and profile in
mind, each one has its distinct characteristics and flavor profilesto meet every palate.

Nader Sabbagh
(Founder)

Values and mission
At Black Coffee, we believe that high-quality raw materials can only become masterpieces when handled by the
right craftsmen. The human element is the key to our
success and our employees are the experts who dig
every coffee bean they come across.
We maintain optimism and remain dedicated to carrying
out our business according to our corporate values:
• Extraordinary Products - surprise and delight.
• Extraordinary Service - above and beyond.
• Extraordinary People - passionate
and positive.
• Dedicated Research team
to develop our signature
coffee beverages.
• Network to outsource the
best-handpicked coffee
beans around the world.

To be the Number One in the coffee industry is not an easy
task. It requires continuous improvement to achieve
benchmark reliability and sustainability.
We curate, roast, and deliver the very best coffee to our
customers, and establish the benchmark for freshness and
quality, while supporting many passionate professionals
that cultivate, process, and serve coffee every day. It is
what we do.

The spirits of seeds
Arabica

The Arabica coffee bean is the Adam or Eve of all coffees; it is
likely the first type of coffee bean type ever consumed. Arabica by far is the dominant bean used today, representing about
70% of global production.
Its origins date back to about 1,000 BC in the highlands of the
Kingdom of Kefa, which is present-day Ethiopia. The plant species Coffea Arabica got its name around the 7th century when
the bean crossed the Red Sea from Ethiopia to present-day
Yemen and lower Arabia, hence the term "arabica."
Robusta
Robusta coffee beans are harvested from the plant Coffee a
canephora, which is easy to care
for and has higher crop yields
than Arabica coffee. Robusta
coffee is mainly grown in Vietnam, which accounts for 40% of
the world’s Robusta exports,
Followed by Brazil (25%) and Indonesia (13%).

Our Beans
Brazilia
Guatemala
Colombia

Salvador

Costa Rica

Rwanda

India

Kenya

Ethiopia

Papua
New
Guinea

Honduras

Tanzania

Indonesia

Our proudly products
1Kg Roasted Coffee

After years of research and development, we´ve created
this signature blend named after our brand.
It has been our intention to create an outstanding product,
not only in terms of quality but also aimed at the best success with the espresso extraction method.
The result is a 100% Arabica blend that is perfectly balanced
between body and aroma, with good
finesse and low acidity. This perfect balance between South
American natural and Central
American washed Arabicas is
also creamy and sweet.

Grounded beans bags ( Golden blend )
A premium blend comes with a smooth distinctive taste and
rich aroma. It combines the Arabica and Robusta beans to
compose a ten times finer blend which is suited for all coffee
drinking occasions, whenever you want to cherish that
moment.
Units of: (also available as ground and vacuum)

180gr

400gr

Grounded beans bags ( Red Blend )

The red blend is intense and bold, well bodied, and
develops some earthiness as it cools. It combines the
sweetness of Brazilian/ Ethiopian Arabica, with the
intensity of Indian/Indonesian Robusta. This blend isn’t
for everyone; it is for the coffee drinker who loves
unique dark roasts to enjoy an exquisite experience.
Units of: (also available as ground and vacuum)

180gr

400gr

Grounded beans bags ( Green blend )
As GREEN indicates, it sounds eco-friendly. The chlorogenic acid
reduces blood pressure. This blend is a mix of 70% Arabica and
30% Robusta beans grown in Columbia, Ethiopia, and India. It
was created for vibrant coffee drinkers to enjoy the taste of
sweet acidic punch and enhance other sensorial notes done by
higher caffeine volumes.
For those who like the spicy taste with hints of citrus, the cardamom adds a floral flavor to the blend and has found a place as
one of the main elements of Arabian coffee.
Units of: (also available as ground and vacuum)

180gr

400gr

Black Coffee ( Signature )
Our unique signature of instant coffee in a cup. A mixture
of our secret recipes with rich taste and aroma.
When summer hits everyone need a cup of this splendid
coffee mix to cool off the heat.
You can always fatten it up a bit; just top you’re Frappe
with whipped cream and chocolate syrup, and you’re off
to go.

Next products
Coffee Sachets
Unique compositions of mild
white coffee with sugar, a
delicious balance of our signature blend with a smooth
cream. Quick to prepare,
milky and sweet; It’s perfectly
convenient for everyone to
use wherever you may be.

Coffee Capsules
Our capsules are offered in
different varieties to please
your mood. Plug it into your
coffee machine, and enjoy
the ideal quantity for a balanced and tasty espresso. It
doesn’t leave any residue for
cleaning.
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